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ROCKLAP HSV PIPE SECTION SECTOR GUIDE8 Pages Registration Sign in Contact Frequently asked questions Delivery Blog Home Fire Protection Fire Insulation Rockwool Fire Protection Standard Rockwool Product. A simple 50mm fire barrier and a fire barrier with foil on both sides plus auxiliary components are usually readily available from Rockwool
Fire Barrier Systems - prevent fire and prevent the spread of smoke in the roof and ceiling void. The products are quick and easy to match, and have insulation and acoustic properties. The system consists of vertically hung fire barrier curtains that are fixed from above and below with a Rockwool Fire Barrier Systems clamp plate - to prevent fire and prevent
the spread of smoke in the roof and ceiling void. The products are quick and easy to match, and have insulation and acoustic properties. The system consists of vertically hung fire barrier curtains and friction mounted fire barrier slabs measuring 1000 mm x 600 mm x 100 mm. Extended drops can be protected by a fire barrier curtain because the system
maintains its performance in voids up to 10.5 m high. Rockwool Fire Barrier Curtain has 25 mm galvanized wire mesh stitched with wire per person as standard. Rockwool Fire Barrier Slabs has a plant applied foil trim to both individuals as standard. Protecting the structure of the building from fire damage, it is possible to give residents more time to escape,
and limit the damage done to the building. Stone Wool offers the UK's best-in-class fire protection Timber Frame Association (UKTFA) guide showing stone wool offers best-in-class fire protection for wooden frame projects. The new insulation classification system, launched by UKTFA and supported by the Health Safety Executive, has identified Stone Wool
as the only insulation product to achieve the highest Type 3 rating. The system uses independent test results included as part of the UKTFA Design Guide guide to separating distances during construction, which was created to help construction designers to mitigate the potential for fire spread between buildings during the construction phase of the Wood
Frame Project Rockwool Fire Barrier System vertically hung fire barriers capable of achieving both integrity and insulation protection periods of 15 to 120 minutes. It is Rockwool's basic insulation performance that limits heat transmission through barriers, preventing combustible materials from catching fire in surrounding areas. The 'Fast Fit' support system is
patented (GRANT number GB2393119B) and offers a fast, cost-effective method of installing fire barriers for up to 60 minutes. This emphasis on construction and installation has the added benefit of reducing the risk of installation errors. Ninety-120-minute systems are also available using traditional support methods (see 11/2 and 2 hours of barriers for a
typical specification). Extended droplets are easily serviced, with a system capable of maintaining its performance in void heights up to 10.5 meters Rockwool Plain Fire Barrier, 50mm x 1000m x 4 meters and 4.00 m2 Rockwool Fire Barrier Foil Rockwool Fire Barrier, (single faces) 50mm x 1000m x 4 meters y 4.00m2 Rockwool Fire Barrier (both faces)
50mm x 1000m x 4m - 4.00m2 Rockwool Easyfit Fire Corner Clamp Bracket Rockwool EasyFit Fire Barrier Corner, 34mm x 75mm x 3 meter Rockwool Isolation Easyfit Fire Clamp plate Rockwool Easyfit Fire Barrier Plate, 40 mm x 3 meter Fire barrier systems are used to suppress the spread of flame, heat and smoke through hidden spaces such as roofs
and ceiling voids. The products also provide thermal and acoustic insulation. A1 response to the BS EN 13501:1 Fire Barrier Curtains fire classification maintains the integrity and protection of insulation for 15-120 minutes. Fire barriers insulate for up to 60 minutes and maintain integrity for up to 240 minutes. A simple fix system is available. Fast Installation
Combined Acoustic and Fire Stopping Solution Fast new patented angle and clamp plate system Simple Hammer fix support angle system with stamped tongues One corner supports two barriers for an hour Standard No 10 wooden screws For wood Self-driving screws for steel purlins Fixings for plate clamp extended to 450 mm Fast new patented angle
and clamp plate system No nuts and bolts for fixing simple hammer supports 2 barrier for 1 hour Fixing solutions for wood and steel No bolts required Standard No 10 wooden screws for wood Self pushing screws for steel purlins Fixings for clamping plates extended to 450 mm installation speed increase Installation costs reduced By Simple Butt joint foil
faced slabs net fastening or corners Installation cost reduced only 40 mm intum incenteical coats back except the production of lead once and the minimum number of orders for certain sizes of products. Please follow the Star Rating indicators to assess availability. Excellent - Good Fair - Poor - Uncertain - Product availability depends on the level of
inventory in the nearest depot and logistics of delivery to geographical locations Links to manufacturer information. Click to download into a separate browser window. Stop Fire - Large Voids - 1/2 hour Strip Barrier Rockwool Fire Barrier solution is applied as a hanging curtain. The barrier is constantly maintained and fixed to the soffite at the head. The base
is preferable in the situation of a barrier cavity wire barrier to the mesh ceiling, although it is to allow him to drape freely, turned back over the ceiling. If the Fire Barrier is to form a continuation of the sequel Void fire-resistant wall / septum, it is important to fix the barrier on the wall / partition head to maintain integrity. Fixing the forest fire barrier can be applied
to a wooden construction farm as a half-hour cavity barrier within the roof space to meet the requirements of construction regulation B3 - (4). If the farm is built from a minimum wood size of 35 to 49 mm thick, both sides of all farm members/bracing require fire protection in order to minimize charring. To do this, the back of the farm uses strips of 50 mm fire
barrier. In addition, the second layer of the fire barrier can be applied to provide a 1 hour fire assessment. Nail plate fastening can fail prematurely in flames if not protected. To fix the wood, the Rockwool clamp plate is used, squeezing the barrier to wood, fixed in 450 mm centers using forest crews No. 10. Rockwool angle support the clip plate system To use
a patented Rockwool angle support system, bend the tongues to 90 and pierce the barrier on them. The slots clip the plate is then installed by pressing the tongues through the slots, and they are then bent over the face of the clip plate completing the process. Fixing concrete soffits To fix concrete soffits, pre-punched angular support is fixed using Hilti DB or
Ejot ECL 35 hammer set anchors to max. 750mm centers. Fix steel purlins To fix steel purlins use Hilti SMD 02 screws (5.5 × 70 mm) at a maximum of 450 mm center. 60-30 Fire Barrier If required 30-minute insulation, use 1 layer of 60mm foil, collide with a fire barrier with a 100mm vertical over splashed joints. Otherwise, the barrier is fixed, as it was shown
earlier in the construction of wood. Stop Fire - Large Voids - One hour of the Rockwool Fire Barrier barrier solution is applied as a hanging curtain. The barrier is constantly maintained and fixed to the soffite at the head. On the basis it is important to lock the barrier to the head of the wall/section to maintain tightness. The Rockwool support angle has
languages that are pushed from opposite sides at a 300mm maximum. Two 50mm Rockwool Fire Barriers with staggered joints are then pierced on the tongues on both sides and clamped with rockwool clip plates. The tongues finally leaned over the clamp plates, completing the system. Note that the wired reinforced sides should be placed outwards. Fixing
wood When a one hour fire barrier is supported by structural wood (e.g., trussed rafters), and the thickness of wood is 35-49 mm, one layer of 60 mm Rockwool fire barrier should be placed on each side of the wood. Where the thickness of the wood is 50 mm or more, 2 layers of 50 mm are enough Barrier. Fixing concrete soffits To fix concrete soffits, pre-
punched angular support is fixed using Hilti DB or Ejot ECL 35 hammer set anchors to max. 750mm centers. Centers. Inside the building there is a hidden cavity, whether it is a floor, a wall, a ceiling or an external facade - there is a risk of fire spreading. One of the main challenges in these circumstances is ensuring that the air-burning building is balanced
with the ability to prevent the passage of smoke and fire through the canals - which can often constitute a design conflict.  With the benefit of A1 non-hotness, ROCKWOOL cavity barrier products already provide the highest level of fire protection, but have also been reasonably designed to perform as labor-preserving fire retardant solutions in hidden
cavities.  Wooden frame, wall insulation, full range of ROCKWOOL products, Masonic cavity wall, cavity barriers, fire protection, separation wall, wood frame, wall insulation, full range of ROCKWOOL products, Masonic cavity wall, cavity barriers, fire protection, separation wall, line clearances, line clearances - Linear clearances - Seals, Firestopping, Fire
Range Barriers, Fire Protection, Fire Protection, , cavity barriers, fire protection, full range of fire protection ROCKWOOL, cavity barriers, fire protection, full range of fire protection ROCKWOOL
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